Organizational Data Classification Based on the Importance Concept of Complex Networks.
Data classification is a common task, which can be performed by both computers and human beings. However, a fundamental difference between them can be observed: computer-based classification considers only physical features (e.g., similarity, distance, or distribution) of input data; by contrast, brain-based classification takes into account not only physical features, but also the organizational structure of data. In this paper, we figure out the data organizational structure for classification using complex networks constructed from training data. Specifically, an unlabeled instance is classified by the importance concept characterized by Google's PageRank measure of the underlying data networks. Before a test data instance is classified, a network is constructed from vector-based data set and the test instance is inserted into the network in a proper manner. To this end, we also propose a measure, called spatio-structural differential efficiency, to combine the physical and topological features of the input data. Such a method allows for the classification technique to capture a variety of data patterns using the unique importance measure. Extensive experiments demonstrate that the proposed technique has promising predictive performance on the detection of heart abnormalities.